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About the Book

?Irene Vilar reclaimed her life when she finally brought to term and birthed the woman she is today, after so many 

decades of a tragedy infinitely worse than all her pregnancy terminations: the aborted self. Those who think the struggle 

for women?s freedom and power no longer necessary or single-issue simplistic would do well to read this book. We dare 

not forget that a woman?s right to control her own body includes not just the right to control her womb but also her 

voice. Irene Vilar has courageously let that voice sing. Listen to it.?

--- Robin Morgan, in her foreword to Impossible Motherhood

Irene Vilar was just a pliant young college undergraduate in thrall to her professor when they embarked on a relationship 

that led to marriage --- a union of impossible odds --- and fifteen abortions in fifteen years. Vilar knows that she is 

destined to be misunderstood, that many will see her nightmare as an instance of abusing a right, of using abortion as a 

means of birth control. But it isn?t that. The real story is part of an awful secret, shrouded in shame, colonialism, self-

mutilation, and a family legacy that features a heroic grandmother, a suicidal mother, and two heroin-addicted brothers. 

It is a story that looks back on her traumatic childhood growing up in the shadow of her mother?s death and the footsteps 

of her famed grandmother, the political activist Lolita Lebrón, and a history that touches on American exploitation and 

reproductive repression in Puerto Rico. Vilar seamlessly weaves together past, present, and future, channeling a narrative 

that is at once dramatic and subtle.

Impossible Motherhood is a heartrending and ultimately triumphant testimonial told by a writer looking back on her 

history of addiction. Abortion has never offered any honest person easy answers. Vilar?s dark journey through self-

inflicted wounds, compulsive patterns, and historical hauntings is a powerful story of loss and mourning that bravely 

delves into selfhood, national identity, reproductive freedom, family responsibility, and finally motherhood itself --- 

today, Vilar is the mother of two beautiful children.
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Discussion Guide

1. Vilar, a pro-choice feminist, was hesitant to write this book for fear that it would be misunderstood or compromise a 

woman?s right to choose. Why do you think she eventually changed her mind? Do you think her initial fears might be 

realized?

2. On page 34, Vilar writes that her first memoir, The Ladies Gallery --- which she wrote while married to her first 

husband and details the traumatic lives of three generations of women in her family --- ?reads to me as proof of the lie I 

have at times made of my life.? Vilar continues to say that ?the story I told was true, but it could have been truer.? Were 

there moments in Impossible Motherhood in which you thought the narrator was holding back?

3. What events led the narrator to her ?abortion addiction?? How was she able to rationalize her abortions? Did her 

reasoning change from her first abortion to her last?

4. Throughout the book, Vilar paints elaborate backdrops to accompany her fascinating life story. She goes into intense 

details --- about her childhood home in Puerto Rico, sailing the open sea, the bustling neighborhoods of New York City, 

and the vast mountains of Colorado, among others. How important is locale to Vilar? How do each of these places echo 

the changes she goes through?

5. How did Irene come to fall under the spell of her first husband? What qualities drew her to him?

6. During the eleven years the author was married to her first husband, what changes did Irene go through? How was he 

able to exert so much control over her early in their relationship? Was she eventually able to break free? Could you 

relate to any part of their relationship?

7. Many authors choose to change the names of persons in their books when writing a true story. Why do you think Vilar 

chose to completely leave out her first husband?s name? Did you find this distracting?

8. Impossible Motherhood delves deep into the nature of relationships. Throughout the book, we see the author as a 

devoted young wife, confused daughter, distraught patient, caring sister, conflicted granddaughter, inconsistent friend, 

loyal pet-owner, and finally a loving mother. Are there similar qualities in the people Vilar seeks out in her life?

9. What does Vilar discover when she begins to write? How does she balance the therapy writing provides her with her 

first husband?s pressure on her to ?write her story?? Does she feel resentment toward him for encouraging her?

10. What characteristics do you feel Vilar has inherited from her family members (especially her parents and 

grandmother)? Does she embrace or reject these qualities? Why?

11. Vilar was initially hesitant to accept her second husband?s marriage proposal because she was finally gaining control 

of her life and making it her own. Why do you think she ultimately accepted, considering the consequences of her first 

marriage?



12. How is U.S. colonialism in Puerto Rico portrayed in Impossible Motherhood? What are Vilar?s attitudes toward the 

country that imprisoned her grandmother, exploited so many women of her country, and eventually became her home?

13. On page 165, Vilar quotes Simone de Beauvoir, who wrote, ?Your past is the situation you are no longer in.? Do you 

believe the narrator has moved on from her past? If not, what aspects do you feel still resonate?

14. Do you agree that Vilar was addicted to abortion as is stated in the subtitle? If not, what was it that she was really 

addicted to? How does she ultimately break her addiction?

15. On page 167, Vilar explains to her writing teacher, ?I had twelve abortions in eleven years with my ex-husband, and 

they were the happiest years of my life.? Why does she say this?

16. What were your first impressions upon hearing the title or premise of Impossible Motherhood? Did those 

impressions change after reading it? With abortion being such a polarizing issue, were you expecting the author to have 

a political platform? Did you feel one present within her story?

17. Does Vilar redeem herself by the end of the book? If so, how?

Author Bio

Irene Vilar was born in Arecibo, Puerto Rico. She is the author ofImpossible Motherhood (Other Press, 2009). The 

Ladies? Gallery was a Philadelphia Inquirer and Detroit Free Press notable book of the year and was short-listed for the 

1999 Mind Book of the Year Award. She is a literary agent and editor of The Americas series at Texas Tech University 

Press.

Critical Praise

"This is another dark perfect gem from Irene Vilar. Impossible Motherhood is like a journey into a harrowing 

underworld but guided by Vilar's gifts and her light we emerge in the end transformed, enlightened and oh so alive."
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